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Abstract

LINC-NIRVANA is a Fizeau (imaging) interferometer exploiting the full spatial resolution of a 23 m class telescope
combined beam of the Large Binocular Telescope supported through Multi-Conjugated Adaptive Optics (MCAO). By
of science cases, we show how LINC-NIRVANA takes advantage of the MCAO, increasing the sky coverage of the ins
and the field of view for the Fringe and Flexure tracker. We introduce the MCAO system of LINC-NIRVANA in detail, w
in a first step will be installed with two deformable mirrors per arm and has the provision to be upgraded with a third
The MCAO system implements several novel concepts proposed for extremely large telescopes, such as layer oriente
optical co-adding of guide stars, or Multiple Field of View sensing. LINC-NIRVANA will demonstrate some of the con
for the first time on sky.To cite this article: W. Gaessler et. al., C. R. Physique 6 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

LINC-NIRVANA : MCAO vers les télescopes extrêmement grands. LINC-NIRVANA est un interféromètre de Fizea
(formation image) explorant la pleine résolution spatiale d’un télescope de classe de 23 m dans le faisceau combin
soutenu par le systeme optique adaptatif Multi-Conjugué (MCAO). Au moyen de cas de science, nous montrerons
LINC-NIRVANA tire profit du MCAO, qui augmente la couverture de ciel de l’instrument et le champ visuel du traque
frange et de flexure. Nous présenterons le système de MCAO de LINC-NIRVANA en détail, qui dans une première é
installé avec deux miroirs deformable par bras et a la disposition dêtre prolongé avec un troisiéme miroir plus tard. Le
de MCAO met en application plusieurs concepts nouveau proposés pour les télescopes extrêmement grands, com

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address:gaessler@mpia.de (W. Gaessler).
1631-0705/$ – see front matter 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.crhy.2005.11.005
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1. Introduction

The Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) [1] is being built on Mt. Graham in Arizona, USA. It has two 8.4 m lightw
honeycomb mirrors, which will be combined into one focus after the full deployment of the telescope in late 2007. T
scope uses Adaptive Secondary Mirrors (ASM) to correct for atmospheric turbulence. The telescope optics are Grego
providing a prime focus below the secondary, where one can place retro-reflectors or a calibration source to supp
calibration.

LINC-NIRVANA (LN) will be one of two instruments taking advantage of the combined beam at LBT. LN will ha
resolution of a 23 m telescope in one direction and that of a 8.4 m telescope in the other (see Fig. 1). Observatio
same target at different parallactic angles can be used to reconstruct an image with the full resolution of a 23 m telesc
directions [2].

2. Science with LN

The gain for an instrument in the combined beam of the LBT is the increase in sensitivity, due to the collection are
8.4 m mirrors, and the spatial resolution of a 23 m telescope. An overview of some science cases and their requiremen
in Table 1.

LN goals are not only on higher spatial resolution and sensitivity but also on a larger field of view and larger sky c
compared to other interferometric instruments. These features are especially important for extra galactic science and a
Due to the ratio between single dish diameter and baseline at LBT, observers can fully sample the uv plane with LN in
number of exposures. This allows true imaging of extended and complex galactic or extra galactic sources, such as st
regions, disks, jets or galaxy morphology. LN will not provide the same contrast as an extreme AO system aboard a 1
telescope, but compensates this partially through higher spatial resolution. The advantage will vary from target to targe
class of objects for which LN can gain is given here only as a general guideline.

One of the major science cases is the study of extragalactic populations out to 20 Mpc. Fig. 2 shows a simulatio
nearby galaxy NGC 4535 in the K band artificially red shifted toz = 1. LN still resolves star clusters atz = 1, while neither
HST nor a diffraction-limited 8 m telescope can do this. MCAO will give only partial correction. An instrument at a 8 m

Fig. 1. Simulation of an instantaneous point spread function of a point source for LINC-NIRVANA in K-band. The resolution of a
telescope is obtained in the horizontal direction and that of an 8.4 m telescope in the vertical direction. At the left is shown an ideal PS
aberrations. On the right is a PSF with 350 nm residual wavefront error and a strehl ratio of 0.28, a typical value we expect to achieve
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Table 1
Extra galactic and galactic science cases and their requirements

Science cases (extra galactic) F R S

Cosmological Parameters (SN Ia) X X
Galaxy Formation/Morphology X X X
Extra Galactic Stellar Populations X X X
Dark Matter (Tidal streams, . . . ) X
Astrometry (Black Hole masses, . . . ) X X

Science cases (galactic)

Star formation X X
Circumstellar disks (X) X
Exo-planets with astrometry X X
Exo-planets with direct imaging X

Three requirements are distinguished: field of view (F), spatial resolution (R) and sensitivity (S).

Fig. 2. NGC 4535 at K artificially red shifted toz = 1 with seeing-limited resolution of 0.4′′ in the upper left, HST resolution of 0.2′′ in the
upper right, diffraction-limited resolution of a 8.4 m telescope at about 0.06′′ in the lower left and the diffraction limited fully reconstructe
resolution with LN of 0.02′′ in the lower right. The picture on the right side shows a simulation for LN of a different galaxy using only p
MCAO correction.

telescope faces the same problem, but due to the better resolution, LN reveals the structure of the galaxy, even w
MCAO correction, as shown in the simulation on the right of Fig. 2.

For galactic astronomy, the search for planets is very popular. With the resolution of LN the search for Jupiter-like
through astrometric wobble out to 100 pc can be done. The field of view increases the likelihood of reference stars for su
metric measurements and the higher resolution gives a better precision, increasing the distance to which targets can

3. The instrument

LN is a Fizeau (imaging) interferometer placed in the rear bent combined focus of the LBT. It occupies a space 5.5
4.9 m deep and 4.4 m high. Fig. 3 is a computerized rendering of LN and its components.
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Fig. 3. Overview of LINC-NIRVANA seen from the front. All the major components are named. The dimensions of the instrum
5.5 m× 4.9 m× 4.4 m (W × D × H ).

Fig. 4. Optical layout of LINC-NIRVANA seen from the right back side.

The heart of the instrument is a cryostat comprising an infrared science camera and a fringe and flexure tracke
(FFTS). The science camera will have a FoV of 10′′ × 10′′ and is sensitive in the J, H and K photometric bands. The pixel s
is 5 mas/pixel to have Nyquist sampling over all wavelength range. The spatial resolution, as given byλ/D of a 23 m diameter
telescope, is 11 mas in J-band and 20 mas in K-band. The FFTS operates at the same wavelengths. It measures
path difference between the right and the left telescope arm and corrects the difference by moving the piston mirror,
existing of two folding mirrors mounted on one mechanical unit to direct the left and right beam into the cryostat (see
The differential piston is calculated through a PSF fitting algorithm using non-linear least square optimization [3]. Th
guide star is selected within a field of 1.5′ × 1′. To allow such a wide field for fringe tracking, a Multi-Conjugated Adapt
Optic (MCAO) system is implemented. The deformable mirrors used are not constrained at the edges, and real pisto
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modes can be applied. The non linearity of piezo actuators will be corrected with a lookup table. Hence, the remainin
introduced by the Adaptive Optics, is reduced to the actuator hysteresis, which is less thanλ/25 and therefore negligible [4].

4. The MCAO system

LN has separate but identical MCAO systems for the left and right 8.4 m mirror of the LBT. The scheme of the MC
one of the 8.4 m mirrors is shown in Fig. 5. The outer annulus from 1′ to 3′ radius is used by the Ground Layer Wavefront Sen

Fig. 5. Sketch of the LN MCAO for single 8.4 m dish. The outer annulus from 1′ to 3′ radius is used by the Ground Layer Wavefront Sen
(GWS). Up to 12 Natural Guide Stars (NGS) can be optical co-added. The central Field of 1′ radius is used with up to 8 NGS by the Mid-Hig
Layer Wavefront Sensor (MHWS), which splits the light to the Mid Wavefront Sensor (MWS) CCD and the High Wavefront Senso
(HWS). Both Sensors have their own Wavefront Computer (WFC) running the control loop independently. A Wavefront Data Handling
(WDHS) optimizes the control loops and off-loads modes from one to the other to avoid saturation. The High Layer and Mid Layer De
Mirrors (HL-DM,ML-DM) can be adjusted together to their conjugated altitude, HL-DM between 8 and 15 km, ML-DM between 4 and
respectively. In the first step only HWS and GWS are implemented. Therefore the MWS and its DM are only shaded in this picture.
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(GWS). Up to 12 Natural Guide Stars (NGS) can be optically co-added. The central Field of 1′ radius is sampled with up to
NGS by the Mid-High Layer Wavefront Sensor (MHWS), which splits the light to the Mid Wavefront Sensor (MWS) CC
the High Wavefront Sensor CCD (HWS). The number of guide stars is constrained by mechanics, and by the number
be found over a suitable magnitude range in the FoV of each sensor, without losing too much sky coverage [12]. Each w
sensor has a corresponding deformable mirror. The GWS runs the facility ASM with its 672 actuators, a device des
deliver strehl of better than 0.5 in the R-band at 0.7′′ seeing [5]. The MHWS uses 349 actuator piezostack deformable m
placed on the instrument bench, which are oversampling the needs for J, H, K-band observations by far, but keep the
to extend the instrument to visible wavelengths without changing the AO system. The Mid Layer Wavefront Senso
conjugated to any altitude between 4 and 8 km, while the High Layer Wavefront Sensor can be focused in the rang
15 km. For technical simplification, the mid and high layer DM can only be moved together. How this is accomplis
described in more detail in Section 5. The GWS samples the diameter of the pupil with 48 pixels, chosen to match
parameter of 0.2 m for a seeing of 0.7′′ in the visible. The MHWS samples a single star pupil with 18 pixels at 0 km altit
increasing to 38 pixels at 15 km. Each pixel corresponds to one sub-aperture.

In the first implementation, only the ASM and one DM for the high altitude will be installed per arm. The third D
planned for a later upgrade or a single telescope three deformable mirror MCAO demonstration. Also, the third senso
will be implemented later. Hence, in the first step the MHWS with one DM is just a simple high layer wavefront sensor

The MCAO system implements and tests for the first time several novel features, which are also proposed fo
Extremely Large Telescopes:

• Pyramid Wavefront Sensing [6];
• Optical Co-adding of Guide Stars [8];
• Layer Oriented Multi-Conjugated Adaptive Optics [8];
• Multiple Field of View Wavefront Sensing [7].

The Pyramid Sensor (PS) has advantages in operational aspects as well as in performance, for example the size
apertures can be tuned to the actual atmospheric conditions just by re-binning the CCD. The sensitivity of the PS inc
the diffraction-limited regime for the sensing wavelength, and the PS is also less noisy in correcting low order mode
Shack–Hartmann Sensor [15].

Since the PS is a pupil wavefront sensor, the light of several guide stars can be co-added optically, so that the ma
each single guide star can be fainter. The guide stars should be selected within the same magnitude range. If one star
than all the others, it will dominate the wavefront measurement [12].

In combination with PS and optical co-adding, the layer-oriented MCAO approach is a choice to simplify the contro
tecture, especially if it is done in cascade, as in LN with the GWS and MHWS. The layer-oriented MCAO approach
general, less computational demands than star-oriented MCAO, and therefore eases the need of calculation power.

The final concept included in the MCAO is the Multiple Field of View Sensing. The GWS use a different and large
than the MHWS. With increasing field, the number of possible guide stars gets larger, which results in greater sky cov

LN uses the MCAO system mainly to increase the sky-coverage and the field of view of the FFTS. The possibility to
full AO corrected 2′ for the science camera is not implemented, because the size of the cryostat would increase and th
the number of detectors needed to cover such an area, keeping the sampling for the full resolution, is still too high.

5. Altitude conjugation

MCAO provides optimal correction with conjugation of the DM to the effective altitude of the turbulence. This is tr
both the layer oriented and star oriented approaches. Any mis-placement in altitude of the DM, and in the layer orien
also of the sensors, smoothes out the spatial frequencies of the higher orders as shown by [13] or [14]. We are c
SCIDAR measurements at Mt. Graham to understand the behavior of the turbulence layers at the site. Preliminary r
shown in Fig. 6. The optimal conjugated altitude of turbulence for two mirrors was calculated, following the method de
by Tokovinin et al. [13], optimizing for the maximum isoplanatic patch. The turbulence for the first mirror was permanen
above the ground, while within the night the altitude for a second mirror was on average at 14.8 km but varying over
of 7 to 22 km. An optimization for the maximum isoplanatic patch leads to higher altitudes as one for the maximum
strehl in the science field. The average isoplanatic patch with a fixed DM at a fixed altitude of 14.8 km would be 8.5′′ in V-band,
25.8′′ in J-band and 50.9′′ in K-band, respectively, for these measurements. Moving the DM to the optimized altitude inc
the isoplanatic patch to 12.9′′ in V-band, 38.7′′ in J-band and 76.3′′ in K-band. In addition to the atmospheric changes of
layer heights, one has to consider, that observing at lower elevation, the distance to the turbulence layer increases.
to adjust the distance to the layers and reduce the degradation of the isoplanatic patch, the DM are placed on translat
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Fig. 6. The change in optimal conjugated heights of the turbulence for two deformable mirrors. The turbulence of the first mirror is per
fixed just above the ground, while the optimal conjugated height of turbulence for the second mirror varied over a range of 15 km w
night.

Fig. 7. Left: Sketch of a conventional collimator; right: sketch of a constant envelope collimator.

This introduces some technical complications, since the DM are normally placed within a collimated beam which
its outer envelope over the collimator length. Such conventional DM are shown in Fig. 7, left picture. The meta-pu
conventional collimator changes size, while the pupil of each guide star keeps its size. Moving a DM in such a collimato
lead to a loss in correction elements, since the size of the DM will not change. Therefore, we use a constant envelope
as shown in Fig. 7, right picture, which keeps the meta-pupil constant but changes the size of the guide star pupil.

6. Sky coverage

Exhaustive simulations [9,10] on the overall sky coverage for LN were performed to verify the expected improveme
input parameters for the simulation were taken from [11]. A seven layer atmosphere as measured at Paranal (North
assumed. The average seeing is set to 0.43′′ in the K-band, which is equivalent to 0.7′′ in the R-band. The sampling time rang
from 2 to 40 msec, depending on the overall co-added guide star brightness. Only the guide stars related to the field
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Strehl map for the single telescope MCAO system using the MHWS and GWS. The contour lines and different grey scales define
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in the middle, but for the combined interferometric beam.

Table 2
Summary of the sky coverage simulation for the 3 different fields at each place of test

Case NGP SGP Galactic center

On axis 48.00% 25.00% 99.00%
1′ FoV 38.00% 17.00% 97.00%
2′ FoV 25.00% 13.00% 99.00%

A field was considered as covered if its average strehl ratio exceeded 10%.

sensor are co-added. The exposure time for each image is 1 second. The sensing wavelength is 0.75 µm while t
wavelength is chosen as 2.2 µm. Selected examples with bright and faint guide stars for the single arm and the interf
configuration are studied. The result for the case of bright guide stars appear in Fig. 8. The guide stars are randomly d
over the field. Such cases can be found at Galactic Latitude up to 20 degrees. The relevant simulation of the interf
beam shows a quite homogeneous strehl of 0.35 in average over the central 2′ which is used by the FFTS and science came

The sky coverage estimate was made using the USNO-B catalog by sampling a 1× 1 degree field at the Galactic Cente
the North Galactic Pole (NGP) and the South Galactic Pole (SGP)with a grid of 32× 32 points separated by 101′′ from each
other. A Strehl map was calculated for each point of the grid. The distance between the guide stars was not closer tha′′ for
the MHWS and 30′′ for the GWS, caused by the fact that the pyramids and their holders have finite dimension. The ma
difference in luminosity was 3 magnitudes as recommended in [12]. The Strehl maps were evaluated for three differen
field sizes: a few arcseconds on-axis, 1′ FoV and 2′ FoV. Only maps which show more than 10% average Strehl ratio in
corresponding field size were counted in the sky coverage calculation. The magnitude of the co-added guide stars was
stars down to 19th magnitude in visible could be chosen. The result is summarized in Table 2. Full sky coverage can be
at the Galactic Center, while it is in the worst case 25% at the NGP and 13% at the SGP, considerably more than the
typical for single star AO.

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the average strehl over a 2′ FoV at the South Galactic Pole (SGP), the North Galactic P
(NGP) and the Galactic Center (GC). The sky coverage is still about 5% at the NGP and SGP for a Strehl of 0.2 and
nearly full sky coverage at the GC for a Strehl up to 0.3. The low Strehl does not affect the fringe pattern, which dep
the coherence length, but the fringe contrast. The speckle noise of the residual wavefront error will decrease the sign
ratio for the fringe tracking. The algorithm is tested to be robust against such noise [16].

7. Conclusion

LN will exploit the interferometric capabilities of the LBT over a FoV of 10′′ × 10′′ in true imaging mode. It is currentl
the only instrument planned for an interferometer providing such FoV. The advantages of LN are higher sensitivity an
spatial resolution over a larger FoV. To achieve this goal LN will use several novel techniques of AO, such as pyramid w
sensors, optical co-adding, layer oriented MCAO and Multiple FoV sensing, which are also proposed for ELT. The MC
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the average Strehl ratio over a 2 arcmin FoV at the SGP (dashed line), NGP (dotted line) and the Galactic Cen
line) (from [10]).

be adjusted to the optimal heights of turbulence to increase the isoplanatic patch. The system increases the sky c
shown by extensive simulations. The full MCAO system and its constraints are relaxed by having separate sensors
eye and using them independently and in cascade for the ground and high layers. Even if one of the sensors fails, t
will continue with reduced performance. Nevertheless, LN will be a complex, difficult to operate instrument. Some tech
such as Multiple FoV sensing or the FFTS algorithm, will be implemented for the first time. Such a risk is mitigated
optomechanical design, which is modular and kept open to a step-by-step implementation and future extensions. A ca
bench is chosen to keep the intrinsic stiffness of the instrument high and flexure effects low. Damping of vibrations f
telescope will be done through the structure and material selection of the bench, and even the provision of an active
system is kept open. Currently, vibration measurements are conducted at the telescope to understand better the rea
have to fight with. The implementation of the instrument will be in several steps, starting from interferometry with a
star AO, than testing single eye GLAO and then MCAO, and finally using the interferometry with MCAO. After provin
concepts and getting LN into a smooth operational state, upgrades to more deformable mirrors, a larger science field
field spectroscopy will be considered. LN makes use of the LBT as a (masked) 23 m class telescope. Hence, the i
faces problems similar to those confronting instruments for the next generation of Extremely Large Telescopes. In ma
LN is a testbed for such instruments.
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